Minutes
LSM Council Meeting
12-04-2018, 5pm, B03.045
Participants:
Jasmin, Sebnem, Yu-Kai, Kristina, Fabian, Giacomo, Jennifer
Evaluation Student Council
This is confidential and will not be made public
Evaluation Interview week
The LSM council presentation right before the poster session of the interview week went very well.
All new students were present. However, this was the last LSM interview week. New students can
now apply for and join the LSM anytime. The LSM Council will contact new students to introduce
them in the newsletter but will not give a presentation. Introducing the LSM Council at the AGM will
however be maintained.
Evaluation get-together
The last LSM get-together was on 04.04.2018. Many LSM students joined this time, including new
students. An email was sent before with a Doodle to also invite the new students. It was suggested to
alternate the place. It was decided not to change the day. The get-together will mainly take place
after a LSM lecture.
Evaluation Skiing
This could not take place because of the weather. Many students were however interested,
therefore it will be organized again.
News from Francisca
This is confidential and will not be made public.
News from the social committee
- The social committee will organize one or two social activity or activities right after the
retreat
- The social committee will organize the LSM-Movie-Night (09.05.2018)
LSM Council responsibilities
A LSM Cookbook will be made, which will include all events that were organized and will be
organized by the LSM Council. The cookbook will also include evaluations of the events and
tasks/responsibilities of the LSM Council.

Update LSM website
The council page was updated recently by Yu-kai. He is also working on updating the Google map, the
publication list and the alumni page.
A portal that is called BioAlumni is available now and contains a special page for LSM students (on
the website of the Faculty for Biologie). The LSM council will announce that and ask the LSM students
to register.
Jasmin will ask Francisca how to contact LSM alumni since they most probably don’t have their LMU
email anymore.
Update LSM Conference
Many people that were in the group of the LSM-Hackathon will not continue and there are no new
people interested in joining the group. Therefore, it was decided not to organize it anymore.
Members of INVENT from the MPI are planning to organize a hackathon. Dates of their meetings will
be announced to the LSM students for those that are still interested in taking part of the
organization.
Extra
-

The next Council meeting will most probably take place on another time and day, so that
Francisca can join the meeting. Jasmin will make a Doodle to suggest days and times.
A new date will be picked for the PhD-off-the-Record, jasmin will set a date with Ellie

Action points
Yu-Kai:
- Put the minutes of the last meeting (26.02.2018) on the Council webpage.
- Write text for the LSM cookbook about updating LSM website and send to Jasmin
Jasmin:
- Ask Francisca how to contact LSM Alumni
- Make a Doodle with new days/times for LSM Council meeting
- Finish the Jungle Book
- Pick a date for PhD-off-the-Record
Social committee:
- Send a list of coming social activities to Jasmin for the newsletter
- Organize activities after the retreat
- Organize LSM-Movie-Night
- Write text for the cookbook about LSM activities and send to Jasmin
o Get-toghether
o Skiing
o BBQ
o Retreat social activity
o …
Newsletter committee:
- Write text for the cookbook about the newsletter and send to Jasmin
Sebnem:
- Let the council know when the next INVENT Hackathon meetings are

